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JOURNALISTIC CLUB
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Jajnes Dunaway, treasurer and business
manager; R, S* Sowell, secretary,

Club‘officials, it was decided, for
the first six issues of the Cooperator
should serve in their- respective offI- .

ces on the:new weekly, '

Appointment of Philip S, Claxton,
33 Q Ridge Road, as circulation manager
and Webster W. McAchren, as technical
advisor, was also announced, Levi
man and John M, Norvell will serve as
illustrators for the publication.

The following reporters attending
the meeting received assignments:

.

George W. Bradford Community Manager’s
office; R. S. Sowell*, Correspondence;
Clifton J. Cockill, Recreation; Mrs,
Robert Hayes, Women's Clubs; Robert
Hayes; Schoels; Henry Little, Co-Op
News; John P. Murray, Public Utilities;
Mrs, Walton 0. Cone, Personals; Walton
0* Cone, Books and Public Library;
Robert E. Jacobsen, Calendar of Events;
Louis Bessemer, editorial copy; Frank
Harris, Poetry; and William R, Poole,
Town Council#-. • •
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RECREATION PROGRAM’:
, ‘ADVANCED HERE*

* V .*—
*

The refreshment of body ahd mind ef-
fectively defines the-word recreation.
To all residents- of Greenbeit, whether
they be six or sixty, there will be
many varied recreational facilities at
their disposal. Active participation
in basketball, table tennis, dancing,
hiking, softball, hunting, fishing and
ice-skating (if the weather-man will be
kind enough to freeze the lake) -Will be
encouraged here. Suggestions for any
group programs are urged and will be
energetically advanced by the sports
staff.

This is not an ordinary community,
so let’s not forget the necessity of
developing sound minds and bodies that
will be synonymous with our progress.

STUDENT COUNCIL ORGANIZED
*; ;:r AT GREENBELT SCHOOL

Teachers and Pupils Cooperate in
Educational Program

* t

Greenbelt a planned community and an
integrated one* All the elements that

’

enter into community life are welded
into a workable unit* •

All the separate parts bear definite
relationships to each other; So it is

. that homes are not entirely thinge
apart.from their surroundings, nor are
the commercial buildings and enter-
prises wholly independent from ithe com-
munity. In a more significant sense,
however,.the school is the prime integ-
rative factor in Groenbelt. A growing
generation lends permanence even more
than do our homes * The Greenbelt
school reveals several interesting and
important things* -First, the school
population—94 pupils in regular at-
tendance and 6 teachers; -The pupils
fall into approximately 5 class-grade
groups *

Even before the town elections the
,

pupiis have already set up their own
form of quasi-student government. The
five groups have aach chosen one of
their members to represent them in a

• Student Council*; The particular func-
tion of this.;body, briefly, is this:

The council presents to the teacher-
body those problems of the students
that require teacher-consideration for

.their solution* In turn, the teachers
present their problems to the Student
Council, to be.presented to the student

-at large* Thus a definite community
of interest is created between teacher
and pupil, to the advantage of both.

The assembly meeting held Friday,
November 12, revealed that the students
have not been long in instituting an
extra-curricular program. Among other
activities an aircraft club and a
science club have already beeh started.
A music club is in the process of
formation*
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